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TRAINING RING PRO 5x5m, floor 30cm - 4 ropes

 
Thanks to its truss structure, the boxing ring is strong and stable. It
is suitable for the most demanding training and sparring.  The
elevated OSB floor has a padded layer of 1.5 cm and a cotton
canvas.  We normally supply this ring with 4 ropes. The safety of the
athletes is our first priority.

Elevated 30 cm
(1 ft.) padded
floor

PES Kordex canvas
with a grammage of
470 g / m2

Leatherette
corners and ropes

Purposeful design :
It is simple!  The elevated 30 cm (1 ft) OSB floor  ensures comfortable
training. The floor of the ring is well cushioned and covered with a
cotton canvas, and it meets the most stringent requirements of boxing
federations.  The surface of the frame is galvanically treated so as to
provide exceptional durability and longevity.  
Safety:
Thanks to its truss structure, the boxing ring is strong and stable. It is
suitable for the most demanding training and sparring.  The elevated
OSB floor has a padded layer of 1.5 cm and a cotton canvas.  We
normally supply this ring with 4 ropes. The safety of the athletes is our
first priority.
Because we are the manufacturer, we can offer you this boxing ring in
more color variants. You can choose color combinations of the ropes,
a color combination of the ring frame and a different color of the ring
canvas. You can easily configure everything in the the Design Studio.
Do you want this kind of boxing ring with 3 ropes?  There is nothing
easier. Contact us.

BASIC SPECIFICATION

Use: hard training, sparring,

Product code: TPR 5040 - 30

Outer size: 5m x 5m

Inner size between ropes: 4m x 4m

Frame: powder finished made of 50mmx30mm steel profile

Height of the floor: 30cm

Floor material: OSB boards 22mm

Floor boards quantity: 8

Floor padding: 1,5 cm

Weight: 920kg

PADDING AND CANVAS

Canvas: Cotton 530g/m2

Floor padding: 15mm PE foam

Boxing ropes: latherette cover with 15mm PE padding, steel core

Corners: leatherette cover, PUR paddingm

WARRANTY

Construction:: 3 years

Others:: 2 years except of usual tear and wear
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